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1. This question concerns the basic structures used within Z specifications.

(a) Consider the following sets: A == {I, 9}, B == {I, 3}, and C == {I, 5, 9}.

What is the value of#((A x B) n (A x C))?

(b) In Z, what is the difference between a total function and a surjection?

(c) Represent the sequence (red, blue, red, green, yellow) as a set of maplets.

(d) Represent the bag [red, blue, red, green, yellow] as a set of maplets.

(e) Is

[5]

[4]

[4]

[4]

dom(fn g) = (domf) n (domg)

true for all setsf and g? If so, explain why; if not, give examples off and g that show
it is not the case. [8]

2. A library is developing a Z specification of its lending system. A systems analyst familiar
with Z wrote the following as the first part of the specification (assuming that BOOKS and
USERS are predefined types).

Library
active: JP>USERS

defaulters: JP>USERS

lending: USERS -t+ JP>BOOKS

As you can see, the analyst did not complete the specification. Youare required to complete
the state space schema, by adding the following invariants to it:

(a) only active users can be lending books; [4]

(b) defaulters are also active users; [4]

(c) no user can be lending more than 4 books at any time. [4]

(d) Now, add a schema describing the 'Borrow' operation. This allows a user to borrow
a book, as long as

. the user is active,

. the user is not a defaulter,

. the user is not already borrowing 4 books, and

. no other user is already lending the requested book.

After the operation, the user should be recorded as lending the specified book. [13]
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3. [About fundamentals of Temporal Logic. ]

(a) We wish to say that

"in the next moment in time, a will be true and, at some time after that, b
will be true."

How might we represent this in temporal logic? [3]

(b) What type of structure is typically used to provide a model for propositional, discrete,
linear temporal logic, with finite past, and why? [4]

(c) Is the following valid, i.e. true in all possible models?

D~<p =? ~O<p

Justify your answer, either informally or by appealing to the formal semantics. [6]

(d) The formula D «p =} ~'l/J)saysthat the formula<p =? ~'l/J is alwaystrue.

i. If we know that start =} <p,then how many times will 'l/Jbe forced to occur?

ii. If we know that ~<p, then how many times will 'l/Jbe forced to occur?

iii. If we know that D <p is true, how many times will 'l/Jbe forced to occur?

[9]

(e) We wish to say that

. "there is a moment in the future where either c is always true, or d is true in
the next moment in time."

How might we represent this in temporal logic? [3]
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4. Below is a temporal specification for a simple message-passing system consisting of two
components, A and B.

[

start

1\ P
SpecA: D 1\ q

1\ q

=} p

]

=} Oq
=} Op
=} OsendJnsg [

rcv.J1Zsg =} Og

]

Specs: D 1\ f =} Og
1\ g =} Of

(a) What is the behaviour of SpecA, i.e. how often is sendJnsg made true?

(b) In

[7]

SpeCA1\ SpecB 1\ D [send.J1Zsg=} rcv_msg]

what is the last formula meant to specify? [3]

(c) If we wish to specify that a message send will be followed, at some time in the future,
by a message receipt, what formula should we modify in the specification given in
(b) and what should it be changed to? [5]

(d) What is a safety property, and what general form of temporal formulae characterise
such properties? [5]

(e) What is a liveness property, and what general form of temporal formulae characterise
such properties? [5]

5. What is model checking, and why is it useful?

Write an essay on this, bringing in as many elements as appropriate, including

. the aim of model checking,

. the uses of model checking,

. the mechanisms for model checking,

. the problemswithmodelcheckingand

. potential solutions to some of these problems.

[25]
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6. Consider the following Promela code.

proctype G (chan out)
{

G1:

int nurn.;

nurn.= 0;
nurn. = ((nurn.*2)+1);

out!nurn.;

if

:: (nurn.< 20) -> goto G1;

:: (nurn.>= 20) -> goto G2;

G2:
fi

num = num -1;

out!num;
if

:: (num > 0) -> goto G2;
fi }

proctype 8 (chan in, outB, outL)
{

81:
int num;
in?num;
if

:: (num <= 10) -> outL!num; goto 81;

:: (nurn.> 10) -> outB!num; goto 81;
fi }

proctype B (chan in)
{

B1 :
int nurn.;

in?num;
assert(num> XXX);
goto B1 }

proctype L (chan in)
{

L1:
int nurn.;

in?num;

assert(num <= XXX);

goto L1 }

init { chan g2s = [0] of { int };

chan s2b = [0] of { int }i

chan s21 = [0] of { int }i

atomic { run G(g2s) i run 8(g2s, s2b,

run B(s2b) i run L(s21) }
}
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(a) What is the communication structure between the four processes G, S, B, and L,
i.e. which channels link the processes and in which direction does information flow
between them? [6]

(b) What is the sequence of numbers generated and sent down the au t channel in process
G? [~

(c) In order for the assertions in processes Band L to succeed, which single integer
should be used in place of 'xxx' in both processes? Explain your answer. [6]

(d) If we wanted to verify that all the numbers seen by process B were bigger than any
of the numbers seen by process L, how might we do this? What additional aspects
might we add to the program and what temporal formula would we check? [7]
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